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Argus Analytics
The service
Argus Analytics is a new platform that offers clients access to Argus’ broad and trusted range of fundamentals and pricing data, all in one place. Using an Excel
add-in, you can view and manipulate the universe of our historical and forecast data to assist your research in an easy and intuitive way.
With extensive coverage of global energy, petrochemical and fertilizer products, Argus Analytics gives easy and intuitive access to our base data as well as
analytical tools to help understand it.
Our data is collated from our experienced staff in London, Houston, Singapore and Moscow, ensuring a globally consistent and balanced view of global supply,
demand, capacity, trade and prices.

Benefits
Argus Analytics allows you to:
•
•
•
•
•

Access historical and forecast capacity and price data
Examine bespoke reports
Analyse company holdings and balances
Review scenario analysis around feedstock pricing and co-products
Assess the Argus view of trade

Intuitive search functionality and filters help you easily manipulate our extensive data in accordance with your individual needs, including product, grade, region
and time period.
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Launching Argus Analytics
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Search Interface breakdown
The main search interface broken down into the various components:

Add-in navigation
Search: Free text & facet
Search: Facet filter
Filters applied control
Results: Matching series
based on search filters
Data preferences control
Series selection ready for
output to worksheet
Commit or cancel selections
to worksheet
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Add-in Navigation
Easily navigate between the three main sections of the add-in; Search, Functions and DSL. More detail about each of these sections follows
in this user guide, however the high level is as follows:
Search enables users to find individual series, multiple series or a query containing functions. Additionally this is where users can set their
preferences for export, such as date range and units of measure.
Functions enable users to take their selected series or series query and apply arithmetic functions, group by values, aggregate series data or
apply change functions.
DSL is where users can see the underlying language making up the query. Users have the ability to make quick changes in the language itself to
save on using the user interface.

Search: Free text & Facet
Search keywords or facets in order to narrow down your selections, or build up a series query. The search
options available are:
Free text search – Search any words which make up a series name.
To run a free text search, type in the words you wish to search, then hit the enter key on your keyboard or click
the search icon.
Only one free text search can make up a search query.
Searches are automatically set to OR. Therefore a free text search for Production Capacity will return results for
Production, Capacity and Production Capacity.
Filter Search – When searching, matching facets are automatically displayed. Click on one of the suggested
matching facets to add it to your search query. Multiple facets can be added to a search query.
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Search: Facet filter
Filtering by facets enables you to drill down to exactly the series set
you require, or build a series query.
The facets you’ll see relate to series available in your subscription.
With each facet selection you’ll be shown matching series. Facets will
update with each selection showing you only remaining available facets.
This means you should never see 0 results by selecting a facet.
Click on the facet groupings to expand or minimise. Additionally click on the
+ See more link to expand the facets to the full list for that facet grouping.
Many facets are available so we default to a
reduced list for the first facet section. To
change this click on the Filter option and
change from ‘Recommended’ to ‘All’.
You also have the ability to Sort Facets by:
Default – Argus defined view
A-Z Asc – Facet groups ordered alphabetically
from A-Z
A-Z Desc – Facet groups ordered alphabetically
from Z-A
Count – Facet groups ordered by most to least facets available.
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Filters applied
Filters applied begins blank and populates with free text or filters selected from the search panel,
in order to build a search query.
The following options are available:
Delete – Easily remove any free text or filter selections

Reorder – Change the order of your selections in order to tailor your results.

AND/OR Query – Update your query using AND/OR commands in order to restrict or
expand your results.

Add as query
Add as query is a simple way to add any results matching your query to the selections control, which can then be outputted to an excel
workbook, or used in a function such as aggregation. By adding as a query, as opposed to individually selecting series, any future series
matching your query will be automatically added, and will be displayed on refresh.
Once you’re happy with your search query you can move to the Results panel or click on the Add as query button. On clicking Add as query, you’ll be asked to
name your query, and click OK, in order to move your query to the Selection control.
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Results: Matching series based on search filters
The results control displays all series matching a free text or filter search. Matching series
results are updated with each new search selection.
From the results control you have the ability to select multiple series across multiple pages.
There are two options to add these series to the selections control.

Add selected – This option adds all selected series to the selection
control as individual series.

Add collection – This option adds all selected series to the selection
control as a single collection, which can then be used in a function,
such as aggregation.
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Settings
Settings allow you to tailor your output results with options such as date range, unit
conversion and layout.
Settings preferences are only available once selections have been made and committed to the
selections control.
A full list of settings preferences is as follows.

Grouping
Dates

Data Preference
Date range

Output

Unit
Currency
Interval
Interval Aggregation
Missing Data
Rounding
Layout
Combine description fields in one cell

Metadata
Product Equivalent

Metadata
Product Equivalent

Description
Select the time range for series output.
Select from the multiple dropdown pre-canned options. Alternatively select
‘Specified’ and select the exact date range you require.
Convert series from their default Unit of Measure to a unit of measure of your
choice.
Where used, convert series from their default currency to a currency of your
choice.
Set your series output to have the same date:/time interval period. E.G. Year,
Quarter, Month, Week, Day.
Set the aggregation for the interval period. E.G. AVG, SUM.
Chose how missing data points are handled in series output. E.G. Leave blank, Fill
forward, Fill backward, Interpolate, Show # N/A
Set and standardise rounding for all outputted series. E.G. 0.0, 0.00, 0.000
Choose whether you’d like dates as rows with series descriptions as columns, or
dates as columns with series descriptions as rows.
Series description, UOM, Currency and metadata can be split over multiple
rows/columns or combined into a single cell.
Export metadata values associated to the series.
Only available for some series, mainly in Petrochemicals. This option allows you to
only output the series of the products used to produce the products selected in
your series selections.
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Selection Control
This is the area where you build your selected results ready for output to a worksheet.
The selection control can contain multiple selections of single series, queries, collections and
functions.
The options available in the selections control are:

Eye - The eye enables you to toggle a series on or off. When toggled on the series is available for
output to a worksheet.
If togged off the series will not be outputted to a worksheet but will remain available to create
functions.

Cross – Clicking the cross will delete a series from the selections control. However, do not delete a series if it’s used as part of a function, otherwise the function
will fail.

Drop down arrow - Clicking on the drop down arrow opens a pop-up with options to change the unit and currency for an
individual series.
There’s also the option - for certain products - to output the Product equivalent conversion at a series level.
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Functions
The functions interface is broken down into the following components.

Selections Control
Functions Control
Functions Builder
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Selections Control
This is the same selections control seen on the Search section of the add-in. This
enables you to switch seamlessly between the two sections, taking the series selections
made in search and carrying them into the functions section.
Once new functions have been added, they can be exported directly to a worksheet, or
you can switch back to the search section to add new series or set the series settings.
As with the Selections control on the Search page you have the ability to delete series
and toggle series on and off using the eye icon.
The same warnings apply: do not delete a series if it’s used as part of a function,
otherwise the function will fail.

Functions Control
In Functions control you choose a function you’d like to apply to single/multiple series, queries or collections.
The current list of functions is as follows:
Arithmetic Functions
Group
Aggregate Functions
Change Functions

Sum, subtract, multiply, divide
Combine series by a user selected field
Min, max, average, count
Change, change %
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Function builder – How to Build a Function
The Function builder is the area where parameters are set in order to create your function.
The following guide will walk you through creating new functions.
Scenario

Step 1
• Select the series or queries you wish to use in a function.

Step 2
• Choose the function you wish to use
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Step 3
Complete the fields in the Function builder
•
•
•
•
•
•

The top of the function builder displays the amount of series/queries selected.
Select the field you wish to group on. In this instance Country Subdivision is used.
o You have the option to add additional grouping fields, then order or delete them.
Select the operator. You have a choice between SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX.
Give the new function a name.
Tick the checkbox ‘Only output results’ if you wish to only output the function to a worksheet
and not the function and the 288 individual series from the original query.
Click on Add to selections button.

You will now see the additional function query appear in your Selections control. The original query
will have the eye as inactive as you do not want to export the original query to a worksheet.

A snapshot of the output is as follows:
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DSL
The DSL is the query language which forms the
basis of the queries you can create using the
add-in.
The DSL query language can be viewed in its
raw form via the DSL tab in the add-in.
It can also be seen in the worksheet output.
DSL can be edited directly in order to expand
or reduce an existing query. It’s a great way to
quickly update a query to see exactly the data
you need.
The DSL from the image is for:
Region: North America
Product: Benzene
Data Class: Production Capacity
Group by Function applied
Grouped by: Source
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Editing DSL
Users have the ability to edit the DSL language in the
worksheet itself.

The worksheet DSL is contained in the cell
adjacent to the ‘DSL Query:’ cell.

The DSL can then be edited directly in Excel.

Example DSL Query
PERIOD FROM 1-JAN-2010 TO 14-FEB-2017
FILL BLANK
NA_benzene_prodcap=QUERY(region = "North America"
AND product = Benzene AND dataClass = "Production
Capacity")
FUNC_benzene_prodcap=GROUP(NA_benzene_prodcap) BY (source) USING Sum
OUTPUT(FUNC_benzene_prodcap)
Example amends:
Change filter: (Update Product) - Update query from product = Benzene to product = Propylene.
Add new filter: (Add Country US) - Update query with the additional filter AND country=US
Add multiple filters for the same category: (Add US and Canada) – Update query with the following IN (US, Canada)
Update Function Criteria: (Country to group function) – Update function query from BY (source) to BY (source, country)
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